
Pan Tang is a grim island of lurking evil. Wild jungles to the 
north resound to the roar of a thousand tigers - the animal 
sacred to Chardhros the Reaper. The Plain of Glass divides 
the island, a shining wasteland of ancient volcanic 
catastrophe. The farmland to the south is a living hell to the 
slaves who work the great plantations.

The capital of Pan Tang is Hwamgaarl, the City of 
Screaming Statues. Tigers walk among men and feed when 
they please. Sorcerers study dark knowledge and summon 
awesome horrors from other planes to do their bidding. The 
citizens of Hwamgaarl take their pleasure in the Gardens of 
Pain, gather their knowledge at the University of Lucid 
Perversity, and propitiate the Lords of Chaos at the Palace-
Temple of the Theocrat.

Jagreen Lern is the Theocrat of Pan Tang, presiding over 
this nightmare land. A new age is coming, and his armies are 
ready. Other nations of the Young Kingdoms already plot 
against Mehibone, and soon those plots bring war. Pan Tang 
hovers, vulture-like, awaiting the results of the first violent 
clash of Young Kingdom armies against the remaining might 
of Melnibone. Though Melnibone has ruled the world for 
10,000 years, in only a small fraction of that time will it be 
destroyed.

S O R C E R S     O F

PAN TANG
“At intervals along the walls they saw the screaming statues - once men ani 
women whom Jagreen Lern and his forefathers had turned to rock but al lowed to 
retain their life and ability to speak. They spoke little, but screamer much, their 
ghostly shouts rolling over the disgusting city like the tormenter voices of the 
damned - and damned they were.“

- Michael  Moorcock, STORMBRlNGER
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STORMBRINGER is a roleplaying game in which the players join 
together to tell a heroic adventure. Under the supervision of one 
player, who takes the role of gamemaster, you and your friends 
verbally act out the roles of characters in a story. You will face the 
same kinds of situations and dangers that Elric. Moonglum, and 
Dorian Hawkmoon encountered, but this time you are in control and 
the results depend on what you decide your characters should do!

WHAT IS STORMBRINGER?

SORCERERS OF PAN TANG provides adventures and background for the STORM-
BRINGER roleplaying game. It features five scenarios, a magic system, information on the 
island of Pan Tang and its inhabitants, instructions for creating Pan Tangian  characters, 
dozens of demons, and intriguing illustrations and maps.
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“...In the years before the coming of
Elric , the foul Pan Tangiam were to

prove their perfidy agaimt other
Heroes. In these days the black island
was set upon the roadto the Doom of

the world...”
- The Chronicle of the Black Sword
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Ben Conyers ,Dave Conyers ,Brad Ellis ,Graham Hook ,and 
twenty four doom-laden teams at Con-Quest 91 .

Thanks to Charlie Krank and Keith Herber for starting it ,

Penelope Love for bearing with it ,and Ian Harrison and 
Mark Honeyman for discussing it at one o'clock in the 
morning.
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INTRODUCTION

P AN TANG IS a storm-lashed island of black 

obsidian, rumored throughout the Young King-

doms to be a place of dark Chaos and sorcerous
evil. Few have dared to set foot upon its shores, and 

fewer still have returned to report on what they have 

seen. When Pan Tang is mentioned in conversation, the 

wise blanch and fall silent.

This book presents an atmospheric depiction of the 

demon isle for the Stormbringer roleplaying game. It 

does not claim to be an exact documentation of life and 

culture on the island. Here you will find evocations of the 

dreadful sound of the screaming statues; hints of the 

diabolical practices of the Church of Chaos; and 

implications of the awesome power wielded by the 

Theocrat. You will not find information such as how many 

ships can dock in Hwamgaarl's harbor, or when the 

watches change on the black city walls, or an exhaustive 

list of the contents of every building. Michael Moorcock 

does not provide such detail, nor does he need to. 

Concentrate on the mood of Pan Tang, and create the 

minutiae as it suits your campaign.

Background

The background material is found in the first six chapters. 
PAN TANG acquaints you with the island's history, 
geography and fauna. PAN TANGIANS reveals the 
people, their culture and outlook. The chapter concludes 
with extensive notes on generating Pan Tangian 
characters. THE CHURCH OF CHAOS discusses the 
most powerful institution on the island, and the eight Lords 
of Chaos worshiped on Pan Tang are exposed. PAN 
TANG MAGIC presents complete rules governing the 
ritual of demon summoning as practiced on Pan Tang. 
Though similar to the rules given in the STORMBRINGER 
rulesbook, various corrections have been made, and the 
new Summoning Results Table makes such exercises 
l e s s  p r e d i c t a b l e .  E N C O U N T E R S  O N

PAN TANG provides ideas for people and creatures for the 

adventurers to meet both in the city and the countryside. 

The PAN TANG DIGEST, provides statistics for all manner 

of Pan Tangians. These are for use with the scenarios and 

Encounter Tables, but also provide a useful ongoing source 

of opponents for other adventures. Included in this section 

are forty examples of demon breeds.

Demons are the cornerstone of Pan Tangian power, and 

are frequently encountered in this book. Most demons are 

presented with a breakdown of their powers and skills, and 

their Chaos Value is noted. Some of this information is not 

strictly necessary to run the demon, but provides a useful 

pool of examples for the gamemaster to develop his or her 

own breeds. It should be stressed that the ones presented 

here are an infinitesimal fraction of the full range of demons 

at large through the worlds of the multiverse; there are 

thousands more breeds known and present in Pan Tang 

alone. So go ahead and flex your creativity.

Adventures

Five scenarios are provided. SEE HWAMGAARL AND DIE 

is ideal as the adventurers' first experience of Pan Tang. 

They arrive as guards for a diplomatic envoy from Vilmir, 

only to find that Pan Tangian hospitality is a little unusual. 

SLAVES OF THE DEMON ISLE casts theadven-

When Is This Set?
The events of this scenario book are nominally placed prior to 

the fall of Imrryr. Elric may or may not yet be on the Ruby 

Throne, at the gamemaster's preference. For the time being, all 

Stormbringer releases will share this setting; many of the lands 

of the Young Kingdoms are much more interesting before Elric 

visits them, as death and destruction traditionally travel in his 

wake.
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